3E

Provinding consultancy services and software products to
improve the performance and optimize energy consumption.

A COMPLETE EXPERTISE IN ENERGY
OPTIMIZATION

Founded in 1999, 3E is a company with 100 employees
and 7 offices over the world.
3E supports their customers with several services such
as the development and the operation of renewable
energy installations. They also rework on installation
systems to optimize the energy consumption and to
offer their expertise analyzing energy produced and
minimize the environmental impact.
They have three areas of activity: CONSULTING,
SOFTWARE and INNOVATION. They have a whole team
with consultants in order to help with your strategy
for renewable energy and your energy projects.

A FLEXIBLE MONITORING SOLUTION FOR
RENEWABLE ENERGY

SynaptiQ’s is their solution for monitor, report and
improve the performance of your solar and wind
installations.
This plateform is compatible with all inverters and
with over 70 datalogger brands including Webdyn solutions.

WEBDYNSUN - THE MOST FLEXIBLE DATALOGGER FOR 3E SOLUTIONS

For their SynaptiQ software, WebdynSun was obvious
for 3E. The complementarity of these two products
means that any customer who has this package in
their hands gets their consumption well managed.
“We chose WebdynSun because of the stability and
reliability it brings. We propose it as flexible, reliable
and cost-effective solution for the monitoring of the
solar installations. Being able to connect any Modbus
device WebdynSun becomes a powerful tool for Solar
datalogging device.
Our 77 customers so far are very happy and we have
so far 2070 WebdynSuns integrated to SynaptiQ so far.
As Manager of the SynaptiQ Support we hardly
encounter issues with the WebdynSun but even if we
do, WebdynSun’s remote configuration capabilities
makes it perfect for debugging. “, Ioannis Nanos Operations Manager at 3E.
This commitment to Webdyn’s products means that
3E offers the most robust and open products on the
market. The Sun range now includes two products:
WebdynSun and WebdynSunPM. As the needs of
customers evolve, 3E will be able to offer them a
complete power management solution for hybrid
installations.

SYNAPTIQ PLATEFORM

« WebdynSun dataloggers are synonymous with a stable and
reliable operation, as well as high configuration flexibility and
remote configuration capabilities. They are certainly an added
value to our SynaptiQ customers »
- Werner Coppye , CTO
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